Description of Automobile Data

- Price is in $1000s of 1983 dollars. Horsepower is in 100s. Length, width, and height are in inches. Weight is in thousands of pounds. MPG is in 10s. Firm ID is the manufacturer's ID number (28=suzuki, 19=GM, 18=ford, ...). ID is a model identification number.
- The indicator variables are ones if the model has that feature as standard equipment: transmission = 1 if automatic transmission is standard, euro = 1 if it's a European car, minivan = 1 if it is a minivan, etc.
- SUV is not defined so you will have to define it. If your group knows cars pretty well, use your knowledge to define a set of SUV vehicles. If you don't know cars well, here is a potential list: all those with 4 wheel drive and suzuki sidekick-- sidekc, chevy blazer s -- blzrs, geo tracker -- trackr, ford explorer -- explor, jeep cherokee -- cherok, mazda navajo -- navajo, nissan pathfinder -- pathfn, isuzu rodeo -- rodeo, isuzu amigo -- amigo, and the GM yukon -- yukon.